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Abstract

With the advent of the World Wide Web (WWW) and the increased use of electronic doc-
uments in almost all aspects of computing, the problems of management of and systematic
information retrieval from electronic documents have become highly pertinent. Information
retrieval (IR) techniques allow us to retrieve documents based on keywords, but often these
searches are not powerful enough to accurately extract the most relevant information. Most IR
systems are designed for broadening the scope of search. However, extracting only documents
highly related to the search is often desirable to keep the result set small. We propose a method
for achieving very powerful searches on tagged documents by using the structural information
in the tags as meta-data in queries. We adopt SGML as our tagging format. Since HTML is
an application of SGML, and XML is designed as a subset of the SGML standard, our work
is immediately applicable to the current and future incarnations of the WWW. In this paper,
we give an overview of the methodologies (such as query languages, query interfaces, and query
processing techniques) used in the design of DocBase, our prototype proof-of-concept document
database system. DocBase is a modular system capable of performing SQL-like queries on
native SGML documents using pluggable indexing and storage-management applications. Be-
cause of the generalized nature of SGML, and the ever increasing use of structured documents
in the corporate world, we argue that systems like this will be indispensable in the forthcoming
century.

Keywords: SGML, XML, SQL, query languages, query processing, document databases, struc-
tured documents, information retrieval

1 Motivation

With the growth of the WWW and the dramatic increase in the number of electronic documents
in use, the problem of extracting relevant information from these documents have become very
pertinent. A common frustration of the users of the WWW is the enormity of search results, few
of which are actually highly relevant to the search problem. Most of the current search engines on
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the WWW are based on keyword-based searches. Obtaining relevant search results is di�cult even
with multiple boolean combinations of keywords. Our solution is to utilize the embedded structural
information in the documents by involving meta-data in queries. For instance, it would be simple
to restrict the searches in particular regions of the documents denoted by the tags that mark the
structure in the document. We argue that the increasing use of HTML (and in the near future,
XML) will make the use of this approach quite feasible.

HTML, the markup language of the WWW, incorporates some structural information in doc-
uments in the form of HTML tags. However, since most of the HTML tags are based on layout,
they do not convey useful structural information. Fortunately, a considerable number of documents
are published in SGML, (Standard Generalized Markup Language)[ISO86]. In SGML, the structure
of the document is de�ned using a DTD (document type de�nition) and documents are de�ned as
valid instances of the DTD. The upcoming XML standard [W3C97] is based on SGML and has the
potential to be the format for the WWW of the future.

The objective of this work is to develop a methodology for processing SQL-like queries on struc-
tured documents in place, without requiring to map the documents into di�erent formats or to
import them into a di�erent system. This will allow users to search the document repository us-
ing queries that are powerful and can accurately extract document fragments based on the given
criteria. SQL constructs such as selections, projections, joins, nesting, grouping and ordering give
the much needed power to the searches on document databases. It would even be possible to query
the documents solely on the basis of meta-data (such as \�nd all HTML pages with more than 3
images."). An SQL query (assuming we have a database called WWW containing pairs of URLs
and their HTML content) to process this would simply be:

SELECT URLPair(URL, count(HTML..IMG)) from WWW

GROUP BY URL

HAVING count(HTML..IMG) > 3

In this paper, we present formalisms that would enable us to use queries like the above on
document databases. To facilitate this task, we �rst describe our model of structured documents,
and then introduce a formal calculus language which provides the basis for the above language.
We then describe an algebra to demonstrate the operations, and �nally the SQL-like language. We
describe DocBase, a research system that implements the ideas presented here. Here wee will only
present an overview of the methodologies used in the design DocBase. Further details on these
methods can be obtained from [Sen97]1.

2 Searching and querying

The most common method for searching information in a document repository is by using boolean
searches [Sal91]. In this type of search, a number of keywords combined with boolean operators
(such as \and", \or", \not") are speci�ed, and the result consists of the documents that satisfy the
given boolean expression. The problem with this type of search is that all matching documents in
the resulting document set are given the same importance. To avoid this, one can use the weighted
keyword search, in which the search items are assigned weights based on their importance, and the
retrieved documents can be ordered by relevancy based on the number of matches and the weights
of the matched terms.

The data extraction mechanism in databases di�ers considerably from that in information re-
trieval systems. Searches in databases always involve meta-data. It is trivial to pose database queries

1A copy of this thesis can be obtained online from http://www.cs.indiana.edu/~asengupt/thesis-�nal.ps.gz



using only meta-data. However, formulating meta-data independent queries in database systems is
quite di�cult, and is a subject of recent research[JMG95].

2.1 Unifying the worlds - document database systems

Research on the problem of using structured documents has produced a few methods for querying
structured documents. Most of these methods (such as [CACS94, Zha95, Hol95, D'A95]) use various
mapping techniques to map document structures into database schema, and import the documents
into database objects of a host database. The capabilities of the host database can then be used
to perform queries. Although this method works fairly well, it does have many drawbacks. The
conversion process is usually expensive, and the incompatibilities between document structures and
database schema often result in loss of information. Moreover, this method requires that the docu-
ments be replicated in the host database system. Since documents can often be large and distributed
in many di�erent formats and media, replicating these documents from their di�erent formats into
the database is sometimes too wasteful, and often not practical.

3 A formal structured document model

Documents do not �t well into traditional database models because of their complex hierarchi-
cal structure. An attempt to model document structures in relational databases causes too much
fragmentation in the documents, since every parent-child relationship in the documents results in
a separate table. Complex-object and object-oriented models can be more appropriately used to
represent structured documents. However, structured documents form a su�ciently self-contained
domain to consider a model for themselves. In this paper, we consider an independent model for
documents keeping in mind the underlying SGML model.

3.1 Related approaches

Document modeling is a fairly well-researched problem in databases. Documents have been typically
modeled in three prominent ways:

1. Unstructured sequence of text: In this model, documents are treated as a long sequences of
text (the granularity of characters or words). Searches are performed primarily by matching
keywords against the text, using indices as a means for achieving higher search speed. Re-
search on unstructured text searching falls under the discipline of \information retrieval (IR)".
Prominent work in this area include the foundations from Salton[SYY75, SB88, Sal91] and
also many implementation methods such as inverted indices [MW93, TGMS94]. Our approach
di�ers from these approaches since we actually use the structural information in the documents
as meta-data for query processing.

2. Semi-structured data with nodes and links: In this model, documents are represented as graphs
with nodes and links, possibly with inconsistent or unknown structure. Labels at the nodes or
edges in the graph represent the data and meta-data in the documents, and query processing
involves traversal and transformation of the graphs. Prominent among these approaches is the
work by Buneman et al.[BDHS96]. Many other related approaches can be found in [Suc97].
While this approach comes fairly close to the structured document domain, the emphasis is
still on mainly unstructured documents. Our approach intends to formalize a method for fully
structured documents using the schema information embedded in the structure.



3. Fully structured data with known structure schema: In this model, documents are treated as
having a well-de�ned structure. This approach typically models document structure using
a grammar and documents as words in the language described by the grammar. Querying
methods in this approach include operations based on the grammar which governs the database
schema [DGS86, GT87, Col89]; using existing database systems to implement an equivalent
database schema to store the documents; and using special structures such as Patricia trees
[GBY91]. In our approach we do not require a conversion of the documents to a host database.
However, we do use indices to speed up queries.

3.2 The document model used in DocBase

To de�ne the notion of structured document databases, we �rst de�ne a few sets: gi is a countably
in�nite set of generic identi�ers (GIs); doc � gi is the set of document types (we describe later the
reason for making this distinction), and att is a countably in�nite set of SGML attributes. We also
de�ne dom, which is a countably in�nite set of constant character strings, and var, a countably
in�nite set of variables.

Types We only consider two types:

1. Basic type �. The base type comprises of character strings, with dom being the range of
values.

2. Complex type � . The complex types form the set gi. Within this set, the subset doc de�nes
document types which are special complex types in the database. Document types are con-
sidered to be special complex types because they de�ne the type of a complete document for
a given DTD. However, any GI in a DTD de�nes a complex type, and new DTDs may be
constructed starting at that particular GI, thus making it a document type.

Documents and databases Documents form the core component in a document database sys-
tem. We de�ne documents and databases consisting of documents as follows:

� Document. Intuitively, a document is an SGML instance of a DTD. A DTD can be modeled as
a grammar represented by a quintuple d = (�;G;A; C;P) where � 2 doc is a document type,
G � gi is a set of generic identi�ers, A � att is a set of SGML attributes and C � dom is a set
of constants. P is a set of production rules describing the structure of conforming document
instances. Analogous to the relational database model, the DTD serves as the schema for the
managed data, and documents conforming to the DTD serve as instances of the schema.

� Database. A database, in this setting, is a �nite set of SGML documents conforming to one of
the document type de�nitions in doc.

4 A formal query language for structured documents

We now briey describe a calculus for documents. This calculus is an extension of relational calculus
supporting path expressions and operations on document structures. To reduce the complexity of
the query language, we use a simpli�ed path expression construct. We then de�ne the language by
de�ning the terms, operators, predicates, formulas, and �nally, queries in the language.



4.1 Path expressions

The notion of path expressions (PEs) came from two di�erent areas: (i) graph query languages and
(ii) object-oriented query languages. For graph query languages (e.g., [MW95]), a path expression
de�nes a path from one node in the graph to another in terms of intermediate node and edge labels.
For object-oriented query languages (e.g., [KKS92, dBV93]), a path expression de�nes a path from
one object to another using membership and inheritance relationships. We propose a simpli�ed path
expression construct speci�cally for structured documents.

PEs in document structure Path expressions for document structures have also been considered
by Christophides et al. [CACS94, CCM96]. These approaches allow variables on paths, which
instantiate over paths in the current domain. Christophides et al. also propose a syntactic sugared
path expression of the form my article::title(t) when the actual values of path variables are not
important. Formally, the above expression evaluates to:

9p PATH(p) ^my article:p:title(t)

Here, the expression indicates that there is a path between my article and title(t), but the actual
path itself is not of signi�cance.

Simple Path Expressions (SPE) We are interested primarily in posing queries in document
databases. Although completely generalized path expressions with path variables and selectors
increase the expressive power of a language, they are rarely used in a document context, especially
for SGML documents. Further, document structures in SGML are strictly hierarchical (i.e., they
form a tree rather than a graph) and although SGML allows recursion of elements, well-designed
document structures are usually non-recursive. In addition, our path expressions are only used for
structure traversal rather than link chasing. With these observations, we now de�ne the notion of
simple path expressions (relative to the DTD D), as follows:

� Null path. �, the null path, is an SPE.

� Basic path. Every x 2 gi is an SPE, and is termed \basic path."

� Listed path: A listed path P is a fully expanded SPE of the form A1:A2: � � � :An, where n � 1,
and for every i, Ai 2 gi, and Ai+1 is in the content group2 of Ai.

� Abbreviated path. An abbreviated path P of the form P1::P2:: � � � ::Pk is an SPE, where
k � 1, and for every i, Pi is a basic or listed path. This notion is similar to the partial path
speci�cation in [dBV93] and the \.." operator in [CACS94], described above.

Semantics of SPEs As mentioned above, path expressions are always de�ned in the context of
a DTD. A path expression P applied to a set of documents is a function from a set of documents
to another set of documents rooted at last(P), such that these new sets of documents are rooted at
elements that are reachable from the roots of the original documents by following the path P . Here,
last(P) refers to the last GI in P .

2In SGML, the declaration of a generic identi�er is written as: <!ELEMENT thisgi - - (G1, G2, G3...)>. The
GIs within parenthesis are the children of thisgi, and are said to be in thisgi's content group.



4.2 Closure

In addition to using SGML for the storage and modeling of the data, one primary issue in this
research is to achieve closure in the domain of SGML. Simply put, this means that SGML is to be
used as the input as well as the output format for queries. Closure is prominent in the relational
database model as tables are both inputs to queries and outputs from queries. Closure is important
because it allows nesting of queries and the concept of views, and also because it simpli�es the
implementation of the input-output handling of such languages. In our work, all query languages
are closed under our document model, in the sense that they all take valid SGML documents as
input and produce valid SGML documents as output. In addition, the DSQL DTD language that we
propose in Section 5.2 takes this concept of closure one step further by making the query language
itself a valid SGML document. We will discuss the e�ects of this extended closure in that section.

4.3 The Document Calculus (DC)

We now describe Document Calculus (DC) as a calculus for documents. DC is an extension of the
relational calculus, and uses SPEs as terms. We will use the symbol � for types, and the symbol �
to represent one of the path expression operators . and .. in the following discussion.

Terms Terms in DC include constants (c 2 dom); variables (x� 2 var; � 2 gi); and path terms
(x � P) where � 2 f: ; ::g.

Operators Basic comparison operators and logical operations are supported in this language.
Comparison operators include atom to set comparison operators (3 and 63) and set to set comparison
(=; 6=;�;(;\; 6 \). The last two operators are intersection operators, i.e., R \ S is true if R and S
intersect. In addition, DC supports the standard logical operators ^ (AND), _ (OR), : (NOT).

Predicates The predicates supported are document predicates such as D 2 doc, path and path
term predicates (of the form D � P or x � P).

Formulas DC formulas are functions from a set of variables to the boolean values true and false.
The formulas in DC include the following:

1. Atomic formulas. R(x) is an atomic DC formula, where R is a predicate.

2. x � P�c is a DC formula, where � 2 f3; 63g, x � P is a path term and c 2 dom is a constant.

3. t1�t2 is a DC formula, where � 2 f=; 6=;�;(;\; 6 \g and t1 = x1 � P1 and t2 = x2 � P2 are two
path terms.

4. If ' and  are formulas, so are ' _  , ' ^  , :'.

5. If '(x; x1; x2; : : : ; xn) is a DC formula with n+1 free variables x; x1; x2; : : : xn(n � 1) then the
following are DC formulas:

� 9x '(x; x1; x2; : : : ; xn) (existential quanti�er).

� 8x '(x; x1; x2; : : : ; xn) (universal quanti�er).

6. If ' is a formula, so is (').



Ideally formulas are useful if only a �nite number of such sets of values satis�es the formula.
However, in the above setting of formulas, it is not possible to guarantee that only a �nite com-
bination of the free variables satisfy the formula. For example, the query \all documents not in
the database" can be represented by the formula :D(x) and can be satis�ed by an in�nite number
of values of x. Such formulas are unsafe, since queries that include such formulas can never be
computed in a �nite time. To avoid this problem, we also de�ne the notion of safe formulas.

Safe DC formulas Safe DC formulas (or, in short, SDC formulas) are the formulas which can be
satis�ed by only a �nite set of values for the free variables. This is achieved by ensuring that the
values of all free variables are always restricted to �nite sets and by ensuring that potentially unsafe
operations (such as negation, as in the example above) always occur along with another formula that
restricts the selection of values of the free variables. To achieve this, every variable is associated with
a set that binds the possible values for that variable (i.e., instead of x, we would write x where  
is a �nite precomputed set of documents). For the complete de�nition of Safe DC formulas, please
see [Sen97].

Tuple Construction The path expressions provide a means for extracting components of a com-
posite object. DC supports dynamic creation of composite types by creating new generic identi�ers
with already existing generic identi�ers as children. This is achieved by providing a tuple construc-
tion expression of the form:

z = Rhx1; x2; : : : ; xni n � 1

The tuple construction operation can be treated as a formula that always returns a truth value, and
thus can be combined with other formulas using a conjunction.

Queries A query is an expression denoting a set of documents described by a safe DC formula '.
Queries give the closure property to the language by ensuring that the output of the query will be
valid documents. All queries in DC are of the form

fx j '(x)g

Here we only consider formulas with a single free variable, since such a formula can always be
constructed from any formula with multiple free variables using the tuple construction mechanism
described above, as follows:

'1(z) , (z = Rhx1; x2; : : : ; xki) ^ '(x1; x2; : : : ; xk)

An illustration To illustrate the language, consider the schema in Figure 1.

<!DOCTYPE POEM [

<!ELEMENT poem - - (head, body)>

<!ELEMENT head - - (period, poet, title)>

<!ELEMENT body - - (stanza)+>

<!ELEMENT stanza - - (line)+>

<!ELEMENT (period | poet | title | line) - O (#PCDATA)>

]>

Figure 1: A simple poem database schema



Ex. 1. The query `Find all poems that contain the word \love" in the poem title' would be written
in DC as fxjx ::title 3 \love"g. Here,  is given by the query fzjpoem(z)g.

Ex. 2. Consider the query `Find the pairs of names of poets who have at least one common poem
title'. Suppose  = fzjpoem(z)g. The query is then expressed as:

n
v j (v = Rhw; zi) ^ (9x; y (x ::title \ y ::title ^ x :�6 \y :� ^ x ::poet(w) ^ y ::poet(z))

o

5 Practical query languages

DC is useful for describing the properties of our document model and the types of queries we are
interested in. DC is a language like relational calculus with the additional capabilities of tuple
constructions, and navigational constructs with path expressions. In [Sen97], we show many useful
properties of this language, including safety and PTIME properties. In order to prove these proper-
ties, as well as to provide a means for the implementation of this language, we propose an algebraic
language that we call Document Algebra (DA) and show that DA and SDC are equivalent. In ad-
dition, we show two other equivalent languages: (i) DSQL (Document SQL), an SQL-like language
with the same capabilities as DC, and (ii) DSQL DTD, an SGML document type for a language
that enables queries to be written in SGML itself. Here we briey describe these three languages.

5.1 The Document Algebra (DA)

DA is predictably an extension of the relational algebra. As any algebraic language, DA is de�ned
in terms of special set operators that map one or more sets of documents to a new set of documents.
One important property of DA is that it always produces documents that adhere to our original
notion of documents, i.e., always conforming to speci�c document types. To achieve this, operations
in DA may add one or more productions to the existing DTD. Further, all operations in DA are
closed under the SGML domain - they all generate document instances as their output.

Every DA expression E� represents a set of documents of a particular type � . We de�ne DA ex-
pressions inductively by �rst de�ning the basic document expression and then de�ning the operations
path selection (�), cross product (�), selection (�), union ([), intersection (\) and set di�erence
(�). Other useful operations such as join (1), projection (�), generalized product (

Q
) and root ad-

dition (�), can be constructed from these primitive operations. All the primitive operators generate
documents of speci�c types, as shown in Table 1.

Expression Type New productions

D D

E � P last(P)
E
�1
1
[R E

�2
2

R R! �1 j �2
E�
1
� E�

2
�

E
�1
1
�R E

�2
2

R R! �1; �2
�E

� �

Table 1: Types of Document Algebra operations and new created types.

Intuitive explanation of each of the above operators is as follows:

Document The expression D represents the set of all documents in the database.



Path selection (�) Given a DA expression E� and a SPE P , E� � P is a DA expression that
returns the set of documents rooted at last(P) obtained by traversing the path P from each
of the documents in E� .

Union ([) Union is the usual set union operation, without the restriction that both operands of
the union be of the same type. Given two DA expressions E�11 and E�22 , the result of the union
E�11 [R E

�2
2 is a set of documents of a new type R which is created by adding a production for

R with �1 and �2 in an option group.

Intersection (\) The intersection operation is the usual set intersection operation E�1 \ E
�
2 , con-

taining the set of documents that in both E�1 and in E�2 .

Set di�erence (�) The set di�erence is the usual set di�erence operation E�1 �E
�
2 , containing the

set of documents in E�1 not in E�2 .

Cross product (�) Given two DA expressions E�11 and E�22 , the expression E�11 �R E
�2
2 is a DA

expression, and it represents a set of documents with a new type R, the members of which
contain two subcomponents: one from the set E�11 and the other from E�22 . Every member in

the resulting set is hence of type R, and each member of the set [[E�11 ]]
M
is paired with each

member of the set [[E�22 ]]
M
under an instance of R.

Selection (�) The selection operation �E
� extracts a subset of documents from the input set E�

that satisfy a selection condition .

We can again consider the example queries we used before:

Ex. 1. The �rst example is intuitively: �
poem::title3\love"Poem.

Ex. 2. The second example clearly requires a cross product between poem and itself. To simplify the
expression, we use the derived projection, join and root addition operators.

�P1::poet;P2::poet
�
�P1::poet 6\P2::poet

�
�P1Poem 1

R
P1::title\P2::title

�P2Poem
��

Given the above speci�cation of DC and DA, we have proved the following signi�cant results
(the proofs are beyond the scope of this paper, please see [Sen97] for the actual proofs):

Theorem 1 The languages DA and SDC are equivalent.

Theorem 2 The languages DA and SDC are safe.

Theorem 3 The languages DA and SDC are in PTIME.

5.2 DSQL - an SQL-like language

Although DA can be used to adequately provide for an implementation of, as well as show safety and
complexity of the language, it is still not useful as a language for interactively processing queries.
We now describe DSQL (Document SQL)3, an extended version of SQL which is a user-friendly
pseudo-natural language form of DC. An informal introduction and examples of this SQL can be
found in [Sen96], and the full language with BNF is presented in [Sen97]. The primary motivation

3Note that DSQL (or Document SQL) is di�erent from SDQL (Standard Document Query Language), which is a
part of the ISO 10179 DSSSL (Document Style Semantics and Speci�cation Language) standard [ISO94].



behind having such a language is to provide users of database systems with a simple means for
expressing queries using a natural language form. Also, SQL's wide acceptance as a standard query
language for relational databases makes it natural choice as a document database query language.
DSQL is designed as an extension to the standard SQL-86 [SQL86]. Conceptually DSQL supports
SGML documents as objects for constructing queries. From the language point of view, however,
there are only two major di�erences from the standard SQL, which are the following:

1. Path Expressions. Path expressions are handled in the same way they are handled in the
formal languages. To use path expressions, two main changes are made to SQL. The standard
\." operator used commonly in SQL to denote relation attributes can now be cascaded to
express listed paths. In addition, a \.." operator is introduced, which is used to construct an
abbreviated path from a listed path.

2. Complex selections. Standard SQL deals with at tables as primary objects, and hence speci�es
the output as a set of columns that constitutes the output table. In DSQL, the primary objects
on which queries are built are documents. To ensure closure, output of queries is also speci�ed
using document formulation constructs. To accommodate this feature, the select clause allows
the creation of composite document types from constituent components. This is similar to the
tuple construction operation in DC, using which, new types are created.

Consider the example queries as before:

Ex. 1. The �rst query is simple:

SELECT P

FROM POEM P

WHERE P..title = "love"

Ex. 2. For the second query, we need two instances of POEM:

SELECT R(P1..poet,P2..poet)

FROM poem P1, poem P2

WHERE P1..title = P2..title

AND P1..poet <> P2..poet

Details on DSQL and further examples can also be obtained from [Sen97].

5.3 Uniting SGML and SQL: the DSQL DTD

We can describe SGML as a meta-language which can de�ne languages which, in turn, de�ne valid
document instances. Thus, SGML can be conveniently used to de�ne a query language. The DSQL
language has a syntax that can be conveniently expressed using a BNF, and hence, using an SGML
DTD. With this observation, we also de�ned a DTD for DSQL, using which DSQL queries can be
written in SGML itself. There are a few distinct advantages of using SGML as a query language:

� First and foremost, this query language retains the properties of both SQL and SGML. Being an
application of SGML, this language is inherently portable and is independent of the underlying
system and platform. On the other hand, since it is equivalent to DSQL, the DSQL DTD
de�nes a �rst order, low complexity query language.



� Since queries are in SGML, which is the same data format as the database itself, the queries
can be stored and managed in the same way as the data itself, thus exhibiting a strong closure
property. This immediately implies some interesting possibilities:

{ Queries can be stored as data and, subsequently, can be queried themselves to extract
information that will be very suitable in applications such as data mining and performance
tuning.

{ The capability of storing queries as data allows subsequent treatment of data as queries.
This ability is commonly known as \reection" in programming languages, and gives a
language a higher expressive power and the capability of performing meta-data queries.

� Queries formulated and stored in SGML can easily be converted into any other query language
(including visual query languages) without much e�ort.

� Users posing queries in SGML can do so within their familiar environment of SGML editors.
This capability also ensures that they do not have to learn the syntactic details of a new
language, and a validating editor will ensure that all the queries are valid DSQL queries.

� SGML queries can be seamlessly integrated within other SGML documents (possibly using the
SUBDOC feature of SGML) for dynamic document content. Queries embedded in a document
can be replaced by the results obtained from the queries before presenting the �nal document.
This is a natural way of dynamic document content generation for the WWW.

In this language, the �rst example query4 as before, will be written as:

<!DOCTYPE SQL PUBLIC "-//DocBase//DTD DSQL//EN''>

<select>

<output><scalar><col><pathlist><gi>poem</pathlist></col></scalar>

</output>

<from><db><pathlist><gi>poem</pathlist></db></from>

<where><cond><predicat><compare EQUAL>

<scalar><col><pathlist><gi>poem</pathlist>

<pathlist><gi>title</pathlist></col></scalar>

<scalar><atom>"love"</scalar>

</predicat></cond>

</where>

</select>

6 User interface issues

The success of any system depends not only on the features of the system but also on its \usability."
Even if a system is feature-rich, such features are useless if they cannot be easily accessed by the
users. \User interface" is a generic term given to the way a system interacts with its users. To design
usable systems, the design process needs to incorporate usability considerations into the early stages.
In the design of DocBase, we also gave careful consideration to user interface issues, and the result
was a visual interface to our query languages, called QBT (Query By Templates). Here we briey
describe QBT. Details on QBT can be obtained from [Sen97, SD97].

4Because of space limitations, we are skipping the second example. Readers please note that this example is
essentially equivalent to the DSQL version shown earlier.



6.1 QBT: A visual query language

QBT is a generalization of an early visual query language for relational database, called QBE
(Query By Example)[Zlo77]. QBE is suitable for relational databases since it uses tabular skeletons
(analogous to tables in the relational model) as a means for constructing queries. Thus, the template
for presenting queries in QBE is similar to the conceptual structure of the instances in the database.
We use this idea to generalize QBE for databases where each data instance, albeit complex, has a
simple visual model. We base this assumption on the fact that human beings form a mental model for
the tasks that they intend to perform [Boo89]. For example, users performing a search in a dictionary
may not know the internal structure and representation of each de�nition, but they usually have
an idea about the visual structure of a dictionary entry, assuming they have used dictionaries in
print. In our method, the basis of the interface is a visual template representing an instance of the
database. Simple examples of templates include (i) a small poem for poetry databases, (ii) a table
for relational databases, (iii) a representative word de�nition for a dictionary database, and (iv) a
sample entry in a bibliography database.

QBT is primarily designed to be a simple point-and-click interface for posing queries in document
databases without knowing or understanding the internal structure of the database and without
learning complex query language syntax. In spite of its apparent simplicity, QBT is a powerful
language and can express the same class of queries as the core DSQL language (DSQL without any
nested queries).

6.2 Design of QBT

A QBT interface, in its simplest manifestation, displays a template for a representative entry of the
database. The user sees a sample of the type of data she would expect to �nd in the database (e.g.,
a poem in a poetry database). She speci�es a query by entering examples of what she is searching
for in the appropriate areas of the template, and the system retrieves all the database entries that
match the example she provided. To illustrate the interface, we will use a simple template for a
poetry database, as in Figure 2. In this �gure, we indicate a prominent logical region of the poem
by circling it and labeling it with the corresponding region name. Physically, the QBT interface
consists of a small template image divided into areas corresponding to the di�erent logical regions
in the database, as in Figure 2.

Based on the nature of the placement of the logical regions on the physical areas of the template,
the templates can be classi�ed into two categories: (i) at templates (physical regions do not overlap,
as in Figure 2) and (ii) nested templates (one or more physical regions are totally inside one physical
region). Nested templates can be visualized by either showing the nested regions on the same
template, or using a \zooming in" method to magnify a region when selected, if the region has
embedded regions. We show in [Sen97] that we can perform many di�erent types of queries including
joins, and also show that the class of queries representable by QBT is the same as that of the core
DSQL.

7 DocBase - a modular document database

With the components of a conceptual document database system described above, we implemented
a prototype system called DocBase5. We developed DocBase with the idea that most users dealing
with electronic documents, especially structured electronic documents, already have a means for

5More details and demonstrations about DocBase are available in http://www.cs.indiana.edu/~asengupt/docbase/



Stanza

First Line

Poem Title

Collection Historical Age

Poet Name

Any line

by Felicia Hemans

     Shone round him o’er the dead.

     As born to rule the Storm,
The Creatures of Heroic blood
     A proud, though child-like form.

Casabianca

The boy stood on the burning deck
     Whence all but he had fled,
The flames that lit the battle’s wreck

Yet beautiful and bright he stood,

Poems by Felicia Dorothea Hemans 1808 (Early Eighteenth Century)

Figure 2: A simple template for poems, with its logical regions

editing and updating these documents. The requirement of \querying in place" is actually driven
by this knowledge. In addition, users may already have indexing and searching capabilities on
their documents (possibly in information retrieval style). We designed DocBase so that users can
essentially \plug and play" with di�erent types of indexing systems for search purposes and di�erent
types of storage managers for storing and controlling documents. We have actually tested the system
with two storage managers (Exodus [CDF+86] and Sybase [Syb94]), and presently only one indexing
system (Open Text Pat [Ope94]) - however, work is under way to include another structured search
system called \Sgrep"[JK96] as the index manager.

The architecture of DocBase closely follows the tri-level design of database systems. In this
architecture, there are three distinct layers: (i) a top layer involving interaction with the user, (ii) a
middle layer involving query parsing, translation and optimization, and (iii) a bottom layer involving
actual processing of the query (see Figure 3). In the current implementation, the top layer of the
system comprises of a QBT or a command line SQL interface. The query processing layer consists
of (i) a parser (written using lex and yacc [LMB92]) which identi�es each component of the query,
(ii) an optimizer or reorganizer which generates an execution plan, and (iii) a query engine which
actually executes each of the query components, using any available indices.

The query engine often needs to create indices on the y based on the type of the query (join
queries in particular). These indices and temporary results are stored in the storage manager. The
query is processed in an accumulator-based evaluation (the accumulators in this case are simply the
temporary results at each stage). The details of the processing algorithms are discussed in [Sen97].
The accumulators can be viewed as the intermediate results from the evaluation of the component
queries.

The modular nature of the system is achieved by using an standard interface for storage man-
agement and index management modules. To add the support of a di�erent storage manager or
indexing system, a subclass of the virtual storage manager or index manager needs to be created,
with the individual methods fully implemented according to the speci�cations in the virtual classes.
Finally, the system can be adapted to use the newly added class with a con�guration option.
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7.1 Query Optimization

Design of extensive query optimization techniques in this evaluation method is still an object of future
research. The main problem here is to determine the semantics of the optimization operations in this
setting. Since most of our operators were obtained by simple extensions to relational operators, most
commutative rules still hold in our setting, which implies that most relational query optimization
methods can be easily applied to this evaluation scheme. The current implementation of DocBase
already optimizes selections by performing them as early as possible, and using indices whenever
possible. In addition, DocBase has some simple path expression optimization schemes that reduces
the amount of structural traversal for the evaluation of the path queries.

8 Conclusion

With HTML already in full ow and XML coming around the corner, the next century clearly
shows a trend towards the use of structured documents for document interchange. SGML is already
being used heavily for extensive documentation and many research and commercial publications.
The need clearly exists for a system-independent way of searching these documents, instead of
developing system-speci�c search methods for every application. Our proposal for a SGML document
model with its corresponding query languages, and a framework for its implementation is the most
important contribution of this research. The following are other signi�cant contributions of this
work:

1. Proposal for a formal model for structured documents,

2. Proposal for a system of equivalent low-complexity query languages,

3. Use of SGML itself as a query language for SGML,

4. Development of an architecture for query processing on SGML documents in place, and

5. Development of a generalized visual interface for document queries.

Traditionally databases have always been viewed as highly structured discrete sets of data. Al-
though databases may contain extensive textual information in text or \memo" �elds, such infor-
mation has not been e�ciently searchable and indexable. On the other hand, information retrieval
systems have shown us how to e�ciently search text, but has made little use of embedded structure
in document, even if available. In this work, we have united these two �elds towards document
database systems of the forthcoming century. SGML's generalized nature and ability to represent
many types of data allows its use in domains other than document databases, and the prospect of us-
ing SGML database systems in many future database applications is highly likely in the forthcoming
century.
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